


  

PUREFECTION
Skin Reformation Enhancer

The combination of 
Green Marine Algae and Prebiotic



This precious gift from the ocean boasts a

powerhouse of nutrients, amino acids and

antioxidants to deeply hydrate, repair &

replenish chemically and UV- damaged

skin while effectively reducing wrinkles &

dark spots.

Plant: Green Marine Algae

Biolin-P is a valuable prebiotic derived

from Yeast that supports beneficial skin

bacteria in fighting harmful bacteria

and maintaining a healthy skin barrier.

It also aids in plumping & firming, as well

as improving the skin’s vitality & radiance.

Technology: Prebiotic



    Perfect Polishing Exfoliant

    Ultra-Rich Booster Overnight Masque

50ml

50ml

Undergo complete skin reformation with this gentle
2-in-1 mud masque + scrub that leaves your skin
feeling soft & smooth by removing dead skin cells,
dirt & other impurities. It instantly brightens, hydrates,
revitalizes and evens out your skin tone for a flawless
complexion and a beautiful natural glow.
KKM: NOT180603419K

This intensely nourishing overnight gel masque
provides deep moisture & hydration, improves
overall skin complexion, effectively counteracts
signs of aging and deeply repairs damaged skin.
It detoxifies, boosts collagen production and helps
heal skin conditions, such as acne, eczema and
sensitivity. Wake up every morning to a restored,
dewy & radiant complexion!
KKM: NOT180601234K



How
To Use

After moisturizer has dried completely,
apply masque evenly on face and leave

on overnight. Use 2-3 times a week.

Ultra-Rich Booster Overnight Masque

Evenly apply the polishing exfoliant onto dry face,
avoiding the eye area, and leave on for 30-45 min.

Then scrub your face by gently massaging
with wet fingers for about 1 minute and

rinse thoroughly with water. Use 2-3 times a week.

Perfect Polishing Exfoliant



PRODUCT BENEFITS

Perfect Polishing Exfoliant
Ultra-Rich Booster Overnight Masque

REMOVE IMPURITIES

BRIGHTENS

HYDRATES

REVITALIZES

UNCLOG THE PORES

ELIMINATE WHITEHEAD & BLACKHEAD

SMOOTHER SKIN

DEEPLY MOISTURIZES & HYDRATES

DETOXIFIES

REPAIRS DAMAGED SKIN

COUNTERACTS SIGNS OF AGEING

BOOSTS COLLAGEN PRODUCTION

ALLEVIATES ACNE, ECZEMA & SENSITIVITY



Ultra-Rich Booster
Overnight Masque

Perfect Polishing
Exfoliant

RM68.00RM68.00

RM128.00

Purefection
Fullset



glamorask in .com

When NATURE meets TECHNOLOGY,

your Skin Reformation begins.


